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COFFEE BAG, WHY IT WILL WORK FOR YOU

- Fresh ground coffee which is individually sealed and packaged in a protective atmosphere to maintain freshness.

- Packaged in a 100 bag dispenser box for easy stock control and management for housekeeping staff.

- We can print your hotel logo on the front of the coffee bag to make this a unique offering.

- Pass both Quality and Health & Safety Audits with this proven coffee product.

- Great quality coffee in a portion controlled bag that can be brewed using a standard kettle.

- No additional investment needed in expensive capsule machines to create a fantastic coffee experience in the bedrooms.



Easy, no mess  
brewing

Only a kettle  
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Great coffee,  
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and on trend

COFFEE BAG, YOUR CUSTOMERS EXPERIENCE

- An easy solution to brewing a great coffee. The instructions are similar to a tea bag too!

- No additional equipment is needed, so put the Cafetiere and filter machine away. Just allow for a kettle and cup, easy!

- No longer needing to use instant coffee sachets with little flavour. Use fresh ground coffee from an individually sealed coffee bag.

- 100% Colombian or Decaf Available... the choice is yours!



100%

COLOMBIAN COFFEE
- Single Origin -

An individually wrapped coffee bag in a earth friendly  
compostable bioweb offering rich & complex notes of  

dark chocolate, blackcurrant and citrus peel. A full  
bodied coffee with a clean sweet finish.



100% ARABICA

DECAFFEINATED COFFEE
- Central American -

An individually wrapped coffee bag in a earth friendly  
compostable bioweb offering rich walnut and chocolate  
notes with a smooth mouthfeel and soft acidity, perfect  

as a bed time drink.



STATE OF THE ART ROASTING CAPABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

ESPRESSO WHOLE BEANS

- Our coffee is roasted using an RFB - Rotational Flexible Batch Process to create a more consistent flavour.

- A state of the art carbon capture process used during the roasting operation significantly lowers the carbon footprint.

- We use convection roasting as it provides greater control of the roast, allowing a more consistent flavour cup after cup.

- Our roastery has 30 years worth of experience in creating sustainable supply chains.



100 Coffee Bag Dispenser Box

THANK YOU

In summary, our coffee bags offer you and your customers:

- Quality

- Convenience

and

- A new way your customers can enjoy their stay.

Thank you for your time.


